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Multimedia InformationMultimedia Information
RepresentationRepresentation
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Analog SignalsAnalog Signals
Analog signal and
frequency components

Signal bandwidth and
effect of bandlimiting channel
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 Fourier transform and analysis



Signal encoder designSignal encoder design

Signal encoder
Associated wave form
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 Nyquist sampling theorem
 In order to obtain an accurate representation of a time-varying analog

signal, sampling rate >= 2 x highest sinusoidal frequency component
 Nyquist rate



Bandlimiting FilterBandlimiting Filter
 Undersampling (<

Nyquist rate) results in
additional FC being
generated that are not
present in the original
signal
 Cause the original signal

to become distorted
 Need bandlimiting

(antialiasing) filter
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Quantization IntervalsQuantization Intervals
Quantization Interval

q = 2Vmax / 2n

Dynamic range of signal
D = 20 log10(Vmax/Vmin) dB

Source of errors
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Noise polarity



Decoder DesignDecoder Design
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TextText
 Unformatted text: plain text

 ASCII character set
 Mosaic character set used in Videotex and Teletext

 Formatted text: richtext
 Hypertext

 Pages and hyperlinks
 HTML, SGML
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Images: GraphicsImages: Graphics
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 Graphics: computer-generated images
 Representation of a computer graphics

 High-level version: e.g) PostScript
 Bit-map format: GIF, TIFF



Images: Digitized DocumentsImages: Digitized Documents
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Images: Digitized PicturesImages: Digitized Pictures
 Color principles

Additive color mixing
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Subtractive color mixing



RasterRaster--scan principlesscan principles
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RasterRaster--scan Display Architecturescan Display Architecture
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 Pixel depth: # of bits per pixel
 CLUT (color look-up table)



Screen ResolutionScreen Resolution
Visible lines per frame

Digitization spatial resolution
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Digitization spatial resolution



Digital Cameras and ScannersDigital Cameras and Scanners
Color image capture

RGB signal generation alternatives
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AudioAudio
 Speech signals: 50Hz ~ 10kHz

 Nyquist rate  = 20ksps

 Music-quality audio: 15Hz ~ 20kHz
 Nyquist rate  = 40ksps
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PCM SpeechPCM Speech
Signal encoding and decoding

Compressor
Expander

17
µ-law : North America, Japan
A-law: Europe and others

Obtain 12-bit performance!!



CDCD--quality Audioquality Audio
 CD-DA (Digital Audio)

standard
 Sampling rate: 44.1 ksps
 16 bits/sample
 Bit rate for stereo music

 2 channel x 44.1 ksps x 16
bits = 1.411 Mbps
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Synthesized audioSynthesized audio
 MIDI (Music Instruments

Digital Interface)
 A MIDI message = (status

byte, data bytes, … )
 Music: sequece of

message
 Play out by the sequencer

program or saved in a file
 Need sound card
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Compact Disks (1)Compact Disks (1)
 CD-DA: Digital Audio (1980)

 Access rate: 150 Kbps, sampling rate: 44.1 KHz,
storage: 682 MB

 CD-ROM (1985)
 To store mixed text, data, video and audio
 Access rate: 150 Kbps(1X) ~ 24 x 150 Kbps (24X)

 CD-I: Interactive (1986)
 For real-time playback of  multimedia and interactive

games
 Stores mixed text, graphics, video and audio for high-

speed information retrieval
 Handles synchronization among interleaved data,

compressed audio, still frames and full-motion video
files
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storage: 682 MB
 CD-ROM (1985)

 To store mixed text, data, video and audio
 Access rate: 150 Kbps(1X) ~ 24 x 150 Kbps (24X)

 CD-I: Interactive (1986)
 For real-time playback of  multimedia and interactive

games
 Stores mixed text, graphics, video and audio for high-

speed information retrieval
 Handles synchronization among interleaved data,

compressed audio, still frames and full-motion video
files



Compact Disks (2)Compact Disks (2)
 DVI: Digital Video Interactive/Initiative (1986)

 Use Indevo (Intel Video) – a proprietary compression
method

 Non real-time compression, real-time decompression
 CD-XA: Extended Architecture (1989)

 Improves CD-ROM’s video and audio capability
 Contains mixed text and data with audio and video

(similar to CD-I)
 Compliant to CD-ROM, CD-I

 PhotoCD
 Store max. 100 compressed photos
 Uses same format as CD-XA
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Compact Disks (3)Compact Disks (3)
 Video CD (1993)

 Full-motion video (MPEG-1)
 Stores 74 minutes of video

 CD-R: Recordable (1990)
 Permits appending information to the previously

recorded information
 MPC Level 3 specifies that the CD-ROM must

read CD-DA, CD-ROM, CD-XA, CD-I, Video CD,
CD-R, Photo CD, CD Extra.
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 Video CD (1993)
 Full-motion video (MPEG-1)
 Stores 74 minutes of video

 CD-R: Recordable (1990)
 Permits appending information to the previously

recorded information
 MPC Level 3 specifies that the CD-ROM must

read CD-DA, CD-ROM, CD-XA, CD-I, Video CD,
CD-R, Photo CD, CD Extra.



Compact Disks (4)Compact Disks (4)
 DVD: Digital Versatole Disk

 Larger storage space: 682MB 4.7 ~ 17 GB
 Shorter pit length: 0.834 0.4 micron
 Tighter track spacing: 1.6 0.74 micron
 Shorter wavelength laser: 780nm 635 ~ 650 nm

 Store anything a CD is capable of holding
 Even MPEG-2 and Dolby AC-3
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Video ApplicationsVideo Applications
 Entertainment

 Broadcast TV, VCR/DVD recording
 Interpersonal

 Video telephony, videoconferencing
 Interactive

 Windows containing short video clips
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 Entertainment
 Broadcast TV, VCR/DVD recording
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 Interactive
 Windows containing short video clips



Interlaced ScanningInterlaced Scanning
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TV broadcast: Color SignalsTV broadcast: Color Signals
 Requirements

 Color TV broadcast should be used by an existing
monochrome (back-and-white) TV set

 Color TV should be able to produce black-and-white
pictures from monochrome broadcast

 Properties of a color source
 Brightness: amount of energy that stimulates the eye

 Varies on a grayscale from black through to white (highest)
 Independent of the color of the source

 Hue(색조): actual color of the source
 Each color has a different frequency/wavelength

 Saturation(채도): strength or vividness of the color
26
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monochrome (back-and-white) TV set
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Luminance and ChrominanceLuminance and Chrominance
 Luminance: related to the brightness

 Amount of white light
 Same as the signal used by monochrome TV
 Ys = 0.299Rs + 0.587Gs + 0.114Bs

 Chrominance: related to the hue and saturation
 Color difference signals i.e no brightness info.

 Cb = Bs – Ys, Cr = Rs – Ys
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Composite video signalComposite video signal
 Magnitude of the two color differences are both

scaled down
 If the two color difference signals are transmitted,

amplitude of luminance signal can become greater than
that of the equivalent monochrome signal

 PAL
 Y = 0.229R + 0.587G + 0.114B
 U = 0.493(B-Y)
 V = 0.877(R-Y)

 NTSC
 Y = 0.229R + 0.587G + 0.114B
 I = 0.74(R-Y) – 0.27(B-Y)
 Q = 0.48 (R-Y) +  0.41(B-Y)
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Signal BandwidthSignal Bandwidth
NTSC
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PAL



TV BroadcastTV Broadcast

30



TVTV
 Analog TV

 Frame rate: # of frames per second produced by a
video signal
 common rate: 25 - 75Hz

 Number of scan lines per frame
 scan rate: # of lines scanned per second

= frame rate x # of scan lines
 Interlacing: to reduce the flickering

 odd field, even field

 Aspect ratio: width : height
 Digital TV

 convert analog signal to digital signal
 sampling, quantization, coding
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Standard Analog TV SystemsStandard Analog TV Systems

Standard Frame rates Scan lines Aspect ratio Interlacing

NTSC 29.97 525(480) 4:3 2:1

PAL 25 625(576) 4:3 2:1

32

PAL 25 625(576) 4:3 2:1

SECAM 25 625(576) 4:3 2:1



Digital Video (I)Digital Video (I)
 4:2:2 format

 Studio-Quality TV: ITU-R 601
 Bandwidth 6MHz
 sampling rate: 13.5MHz
 720 samples / line

 Bit rate = 216Mbps (PAL,
NTSC)

Subsampling 4:2:2

33

Subsampling 4:2:2



Digital Video (II)Digital Video (II)
 4:2:0 format

 Bit rate = 162Mpbs

 HDTV format
 16/9 aspect ratio: 1920 x 1152 pixel
 Refresh rate: 25Hz / 30Hz
 Studio application: 4:2:2 format
 Broadcast application: 4:2:0 format
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 4:2:0 format
 Bit rate = 162Mpbs

 HDTV format
 16/9 aspect ratio: 1920 x 1152 pixel
 Refresh rate: 25Hz / 30Hz
 Studio application: 4:2:2 format
 Broadcast application: 4:2:0 format



Digital Video (III)Digital Video (III)
 SIF (source intermediate format)

 VCR quality
 Used in MPEG-1
 ½ resolution in both horizontal

and vertical directions (by
subsampling): 4:1:1 format

 ½ refresh rate (temporal
resolution)

 Bit rate: 81Mbps
 CIF (common intermediate format)

 Videoconferencing quality
 Used in H.261
 4:1:1 format
 Y = 360 x 288, Cb = Cr = 180 x

144
 30Hz

 QCIF (quarter CIF)
 Video Phone Quality
 Used in H.261
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PC VideoPC Video
Digitization

Format
System

Spatial resolution Temporal
resolutionY Cb = Cr

4:2:0 525-line 640 x 480 320 x 240 60Hz
625-line 768 x 576 384 x 288 50Hz

SIF 525-line 320 x 240 160 x 240 30Hz
625-line 384 x 288 192 x 144 25Hz

36

625-line 384 x 288 192 x 144 25Hz
CIF 384 x 288 192 x 144 30Hz

QCIF 192 x 144 96 x 72 15/7.5 Hz



UNITUNIT--2 TEXT AND IMAGE2 TEXT AND IMAGE
COMPRESSIONCOMPRESSION
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Data CompressionData Compression
 A means of reducing the size of blocks of data by

removing
 Unused material: e.g.) silence period in telephone call
 Redundant material

2



Types of RedundancyTypes of Redundancy
 Spatial redundancy

 Values of neighboring pixels are strongly correlated
 Redundancy in scale

 Straight edges and constant regions are invariant under
rescaling

 Redundancy in frequency
 the spectral values for the same pixel location are often

correlated
 An audio signal can completely mask a sufficiently weaker signal

in its frequency-vicinity
 Temporal redundancy

 Adjacent frames in a video sequence
 A strong audio signal can mask an adequately lower distortion in

a previous or future time block
 Stereo redundancy

 Stereo channels are correlated 3
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Tradeoffs in CompressionTradeoffs in Compression
 Quality vs. Size

 Reduced quality is often OK for multimedia
 Example

 .bmp (1153 KB) .gif (196 KB)
 .jpg max quality (168 KB) .jpg low quality (63 KB)

 Processing time vs. Size
 Software vs. hardware encoding and decoding
 Advantages of software decompression

 Reasonable compression ratio with acceptable
quality
 Audio: 4:1 Images: 10:1    Video: 50:1
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Characteristics of Compression MethodCharacteristics of Compression Method

 Lossless : Original data can be recovered
precisely
Lossy      : Not lossless

 Intraframe : Frames are coded independently
Interframe : Frames are coded with reference to
previous and/or future frames

 Symmetrical : encoding time  decoding time
Asymmetrical : encoding time >> decoding time

 Real-time  :  Encoding-decoding delay  50ms
 Scalable : Frames are coded in different

resolutions and quality levels
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Perceptible Quality vs. Required BWPerceptible Quality vs. Required BW
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Source Encoders / DestinationSource Encoders / Destination
DecodersDecoders

Software only
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Special processors/hardware



Classification of Coding MethodsClassification of Coding Methods
 Entropy encoding: lossless

 Run-length encoding
 Statistical encoding

 Source encoding: lossy
 Hybrid coding
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 Entropy encoding: lossless
 Run-length encoding
 Statistical encoding

 Source encoding: lossy
 Hybrid coding



Entropy EncodingEntropy Encoding
 Entropy : Uncertainty, Surprise, or Information

 defines min # of bits needed to represent the
information content without information loss

 Entropy

 The semantics of data is ignored
 Data to be compressed is considered as a digital

sequence
 Can be used for any media

 Run-length encoding
 Huffman encoding
 Arithmetic encoding
 LZW (Dictionary) encoding





n

i

ii PPH
1

2log
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 Entropy : Uncertainty, Surprise, or Information
 defines min # of bits needed to represent the

information content without information loss
 Entropy
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RunRun--Length EncodingLength Encoding
 Many messages have long ``runs'' of a single symbol

 Uncompressed data : UNNNNNNIMANNHEIM
 Encoding: transmit run length instead of the run itself

 Run-length coded : U!6NIMANNHEIM
 need byte stuffing

 Binary string: 000000011111111110000011…
 0 7 1 10 0 5 1 2 …
 If first string is always 0, 7 10 5 2

 Run length encoded in count field of length k
 What is the optimum value for k?
 Run encoded as

 1 bit = ‘1’, 7 bits = Count, 8 bits = Symbol
 Non-run encoded as

 1 bit = ‘0’, 7 bits = Count, b*8 bits = sequence of symbols (b is the value of
Count)
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Statistical EncodingStatistical Encoding
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Source EncodingSource Encoding
 Takes into account the semantics of the data

 is based on the content of the original signal
 divides the original data into relevant and irrelevant

information, and remove irrelevant data
 exploits different characteristics of the human

perceptive faculty
 Differential (Predictive) encoding

 DPCM
 DM
 Motion-compensated prediction

 Transformation encoding
 FT (Fourier Transformation)
 DCT (Discrete Cosine Transformation)
 DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transformation)
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Transform EncodingTransform Encoding
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DCT principles



Text CompressionText Compression
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Type of codingType of coding
 Static coding

 Character set and the relative frequencies of
occurrence are known

 Compute a set of codewords once, then used for all
subsequent transfer

 Dynamic/Adaptive coding
 Dynamically compute the set of codewords that are

being used at each point during a transfer
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Huffman Coding (1)Huffman Coding (1)
 Provides the optimal code for given data

 using min. # of bits given the probability
 Most frequently-occurring symbols have shortest codes
 No symbol code can be a prefix of any other symbol's code

 Huffman code tree and encoding

P(ABCD)=1
Huffman Table
A 1
B 01
C 001
D 000

16

P(ABCD)=1

P(BCD)=1/4

P(CD)=1/8

P(D)=1/16P(C)=1/16P(B)=1/8P(A)=3/4

1

0

0

0

1

1

Huffman Table
A 1
B 01
C 001
D 000



Huffman Coding (2)Huffman Coding (2)
 Decoding Huffman code

 needs Huffman table
 a part of the transmitted data stream
 or already known by the decoder
 or calculated at run-time (dynamic Huffman coding)

 performs only a simple table lookup
 Standard Huffman table used in audio/video

coding
 known in advance both encoder and decoder
 Adv : faster encoding (real-time encoding)
 Disadv: not optimal
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Arithmetic CodingArithmetic Coding
 In theory, as optimal as Huffman coding
 In practice, slightly better than Huffman coding in audio/video coding

 Works with floating point number instead of characters, so enables a
closer approximation

 But introduces truncation error
 Patents held by IBM, AT&T, Mitsubish
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LempelLempel--Ziv (LZ) CodingZiv (LZ) Coding
 A dictionary-based coding

 Compute a codeword for a word instead of a
character

19



LempelLempel--ZivZiv--Welsh (LZW) CodingWelsh (LZW) Coding

Dynamic extension of entries

20



UNITUNIT--3 Audio And Video3 Audio And Video
CompressionCompression
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Digital AudioDigital Audio
 Human auditory system is much more sensitive

to quality degradation then is the human visual
system
 redundancy is relatively small
 can achieve lower compression ration than for digital

video
 Digital audio stream

 2 dimensions: amplitude x time
 c.f.) video stream: 3 dimensions
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Differential PCMDifferential PCM

 Third order predictive
coding
 Compute difference from

last 3 predictive value
 Predictor coeffciet value:

0.5, 0.25, 0.25
 32kbps

Encoder/decoder Encoder timing

3

 Third order predictive
coding
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Variants of PCMVariants of PCM
 Basic compression in digital telephony: (G.711)

 A-law transformation: 13 bits 8 bits (Europe)
 -law transformation: 14 bits 8 bits (North-America)
 Non-liner quantization

 greater accuracy in low-amplitude samples

 Differential PCM
 8bit 6bit

 ADPCM (G.721)
 adapts to the characteristics of signals, by

 changing quantization step size
 prediction

 8bits 4 bits
 Adaptive predictive coding (ADC)

 Predictor coefficients are continuously changed
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Variants of PCMVariants of PCM
 Linear predictive coding (LPC)

 Exploit perceptual features
 Pitch: ear is more sensitive to 2-5kHz
 Period: duration of signal
 Loudness: energy of signal

 Code-excited LPC (CELP)
 Use waveform template
 G.728 16kbps 0.625ms low bit rate telephony
 G.729 8kbps 25ms cellular network
 G.729(A) 8kpbs 67.5ms digital simultaneous

voice and data
 G.723.1 5.3/6.3kbps 67.5ms video/Intenet telephony
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PsychoPsycho--AcousticsAcoustics
 Human hearing and voice

- Audible tone: 15 Hz - 20 KHz
- Most sensitive at 2KHz to 5 KHz
- Dynamic range (quietest to loudest) is about 96 dB
- Normal voice range is about 500 Hz to 2KHz

Low frequencies are vowels and bass
High frequencies are consonants

 Hearing threshold of human hear

6
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Frequency MaskingFrequency Masking

7

Variation with frequency
of effect of frequency masking



Frequency MaskingFrequency Masking
 A strong audio signal

makes a spectral
neighborhood of weaker
audio signals imperceptible

 The threshold at any given
frequency is dependent on
the signal activity within a
critical band of that
frequency
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Critical BandsCritical Bands
 Perceptually uniform measure of frequency
 Bark

 new unit for frequency
 1 Bark = width of one critical band
 for frequency < 500 Hz, 1 Bark = freq/100
 for frequency > 500 Hz, 1 Bark = 9 + 4log(freq/1000)

 Masking Thresholds on critical band scale
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Temporal MaskingTemporal Masking
 If we hear a loud sound, then it stops, it takes a

little while until we can hear a soft tone nearby.
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MPEG AudioMPEG Audio
 Lossy compression but perceptually lossless

 Identify and remove perceptually irrelevant parts of
the audio signals

 exploiting limitation of human audible system
 hearing threshold, auditory masking

 MPEG-1 Audio
 supports 1 or 2 audio channels

 MPEG-2 Audio
 up to 5 channels (left, right, center, 2 surrounding)
 a low-frequency enhancement channel
 up to 7 commentary/multilingual channels
 backward compatible with MPEG-1
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MPEGMPEG--1 Audio1 Audio
 Divide audio signals into

frequency subbands that
approximates critical subbands

 For each subband (bandwidth =
500Hz) sample and accumulate
12 successive set of 32 samples
 12 x 32 PCM samples

 Quantize each subband
according to the audibility of
quantization noise
 to make quantization noise

inaudible
 Adaptive bit allocation

 to control the spectral properties
of the noise as a function of a
signal so that the noise remains
imperceptible

 Uses Psycho-Acoustic modeling
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 to make quantization noise
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 Adaptive bit allocation
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 Uses Psycho-Acoustic modeling

Subband sample format



MPEG Audio LayersMPEG Audio Layers
 Higher layer must be able to decode audio signals of

lower layers
 Layer I

 DCT type filter with one frame and equal frequency spread per
band. (32 constant-width frequency bands)

 Psychoacoustic model only uses frequency masking.
 Sampling rates used

 32ksps for broadcast communication equipment
 44.1ksps for CD-quality audio equipment
 48ksps for professional sound equipment

 Layer II
 Use 3 frames in filter. This models temporal masking.

 Layer III
 Better critical band filter is used(non-equal frequency).
 Psychoacoustic model : temporal masking  effects
 Stereo redundancy, Huffman coder 13
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MPEG Audio LayersMPEG Audio Layers
Layer Application Bit rate Quality Delay
1 Digital audio te 32 –

448
kbps

Hi-Fi quality at
192kbps per
channel

20ms

2 Digital audio
and digital
video
broadcast

32 –
192
kbps

Near CD-quality
at 128kbps per
channel

40ms
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Digital audio
and digital
video
broadcast

32 –
192
kbps

Near CD-quality
at 128kbps per
channel

3 CD-quality
audio over low
bit rate channel

64kbps CD-quality at
64kbps per
channel

60ms



Dolby Audio CodersDolby Audio Coders
 Dolby AC-1 (Acoustic coder)

 Designed for use in satellites to relay FM radio and TV
 Fix bit allocation
 40 subbands at 32ksps, 44.1ksps, 48ksps
 Typical compressed bit rate: 512kbps for stereo

 Dolby AC-2
 Designed for PC sound cards
 Hi-fi quality at a bit rate of 256kbps

 Dolby AC-3
 Designed for a similar range of MPEG audio standards
 HDTV standard in North America
 32 / 44.1 /48ksps
 192kbps for stereo
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Video Compression FundamentalsVideo Compression Fundamentals
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Video Compression StandardsVideo Compression Standards
 JPEG: ISO and ITU-T

 for compression of still image
 Moving JPEG (MJPEG)
 H.261: ITU-T SG XV

 for audiovisual service at p x
64Kbps

 MPEG-1, 2, 4, 7: ISO
IEC/JTC1/SC29/WG11
 for compression of combined

video and audio

 H.263: ITU-T SG XV
 for videophone at a bit-rate

below 64Kbps
 JBIG: ISO

 for compression of bilevel
images

 Non-standardized techniques
 DVI: de facto standard from Intel

for storage compression and
real-time decompression

 QuickTime: Macintosh
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Compressing Digital VideoCompressing Digital Video

 Exploit spatial redundancy within frames (like JPEG:
transforming, quantizing, variable length coding)

 Exploit temporal redundancy between frames
 Only the sun has changed position between these 2 frames

Previous Frame Current Frame
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 Exploit spatial redundancy within frames (like JPEG:
transforming, quantizing, variable length coding)

 Exploit temporal redundancy between frames
 Only the sun has changed position between these 2 frames

Previous Frame Current Frame



Simplest Temporal CodingSimplest Temporal Coding -- DPCMDPCM

 Frame 0 (still image)
 Difference frame 1 = Frame

1 – Frame 0
 Difference frame 2 = Frame

2 – Frame 1
 If no movement in the scene,

all difference frames are 0.
Can be greatly compressed!

 If movement, can see it in
the difference images
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 Frame 0 (still image)
 Difference frame 1 = Frame

1 – Frame 0
 Difference frame 2 = Frame

2 – Frame 1
 If no movement in the scene,

all difference frames are 0.
Can be greatly compressed!

 If movement, can see it in
the difference images

0        1        2       3



Difference FramesDifference Frames
 Differences between two frames can be caused

by
 Camera motion: the outlines of background or

stationary objects can be seen in the Diff Image
 Object motion: the outlines of moving objects can be

seen in the Diff Image
 Illumination changes (sun rising, headlights, etc.)
 Scene Cuts: Lots of stuff in the Diff Image
 Noise
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 Differences between two frames can be caused
by
 Camera motion: the outlines of background or

stationary objects can be seen in the Diff Image
 Object motion: the outlines of moving objects can be

seen in the Diff Image
 Illumination changes (sun rising, headlights, etc.)
 Scene Cuts: Lots of stuff in the Diff Image
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Coding Mode I (InterCoding Mode I (Inter--Coding)Coding)

Macro
Block

 Inter coding refers to coding with motion vectors

21
21

Current
Frame

Previous
Frame

Motion Vector

Block



Motion Estimation and CompensationMotion Estimation and Compensation
 Macroblock: motion

compensation unit
 Motion Estimation

 extracts the motion
information from a video
sequence

 Motion information
 one motion vector for

forward-predicted
macroblock

 two motion vectors for
bidirectionally predicted
macroblocks

 Motion Compensation
 reconstructs an image

using blocks from the
previous image along with
motion information, I.e.,
motion vectors
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 Macroblock: motion
compensation unit

 Motion Estimation
 extracts the motion

information from a video
sequence

 Motion information
 one motion vector for

forward-predicted
macroblock

 two motion vectors for
bidirectionally predicted
macroblocks

 Motion Compensation
 reconstructs an image

using blocks from the
previous image along with
motion information, I.e.,
motion vectors



Coding Mode II (IntraCoding Mode II (Intra--Coding)Coding)

Macro
Block

 INTRA coding refers to coding without motion vectors
 The MB is coded all by itself, in a manner similar to

JPEG

2323

Current
Frame

Previous
Frame

Macro
Block



II--Picture CodingPicture Coding
 Two possible coding modes for macroblocks in I-

frames
 Intra- code the 4 blocks with the current quantization

parameters
 Intra with modified quantization: scale the

quantization matrix before coding this MB
 All macroblocks in intra pictures are coded
 Quantized DC coefficients are losslessly DPCM

coded, then Huffman as in JPEG
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 Intra- code the 4 blocks with the current quantization
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quantization matrix before coding this MB
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II--Picture CodingPicture Coding

8

8

88

 Use of macroblocks modifies block-scan order:

 Quantized coefficients are zig-zag scanned and
run-length/Huffman coded as in JPEG

 Very similar to JPEG except (1) scaling Q matrix
separately for each MB, and (2) order of blocks
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 Use of macroblocks modifies block-scan order:

 Quantized coefficients are zig-zag scanned and
run-length/Huffman coded as in JPEG

 Very similar to JPEG except (1) scaling Q matrix
separately for each MB, and (2) order of blocks



PP--Picture Coding: many codingPicture Coding: many coding
modesmodes

 Motion compensated coding:
Motion Vector only

 Motion compensated coding:
MV plus difference
macroblock

 Motion compensation: MV &
difference MB with modified
quant. scaling

 MV = (0,0), just send
difference block

 MV=(0,0), just send diff
block, with modified
quantization scaling

 Intra: the MB is coded
with DCTs (no difference
is computed)

 Intra with modified
quantization scaling
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 Motion compensated coding:
Motion Vector only

 Motion compensated coding:
MV plus difference
macroblock

 Motion compensation: MV &
difference MB with modified
quant. scaling
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DCTMotion
Vector

 MV = (0,0), just send
difference block

 MV=(0,0), just send diff
block, with modified
quantization scaling

 Intra: the MB is coded
with DCTs (no difference
is computed)

 Intra with modified
quantization scaling



How to choose a coding mode?How to choose a coding mode?

 MPEG does not specify how to choose mode
 Full search = try everything…the different

possibilities will lead to different rate/distortion
outcomes for that macroblock

2727

• Intra

• MV, no difference

• MV, plus difference

rate

distortion •

•

••

•



How to choose a coding mode?How to choose a coding mode?
 Tree search: use a decision tree
 For example:

 First find the best-match block in the search window.
If it’s a very good match, then use motion
compensation. Otherwise, don’t.

 If you decided to use motion compensation, then
need to decide whether or not to send the difference
block as well.  Make decision based on how good a
match it is.

 If you decided to send the difference block, then have
to decide whether or not to scale the quantization
parameter… check the current rate usage…
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Motion estimation for different framesMotion estimation for different frames
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X Z

Y

Available from earlier frame (X)

Available from later frame (Z)



BB--Picture CodingPicture Coding
 B pictures have even more possible modes:

 Forward prediction MV, no difference block
 Forward prediction MV, plus difference block
 Backward prediction MV, no difference block
 Backward prediction MV, plus difference block
 Interpolative prediction MV, no difference block
 Interpolative prediction MV, plus difference block
 Intra coding
 Some of above with modified Quant parameter
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 B pictures have even more possible modes:
 Forward prediction MV, no difference block
 Forward prediction MV, plus difference block
 Backward prediction MV, no difference block
 Backward prediction MV, plus difference block
 Interpolative prediction MV, no difference block
 Interpolative prediction MV, plus difference block
 Intra coding
 Some of above with modified Quant parameter
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Voice-over-Internet Protocol (VoIP) is a methodology and group of technologies for the delivery
of voice communications and multimedia sessions over Internet Protocol (IP) networks, such as the
Internet. Other terms commonly associated with VoIP are IP telephony, Internet telephony, voice over
broadband (VoBB), broadband telephony, IP communications, and broadband phone service.

The term Internet telephony specifically refers to the provisioning of communications services (voice,
fax, SMS, voice-messaging) over the public Internet, rather than via the public switched telephone
network (PSTN). The steps and principles involved in originating VoIP telephone calls are similar to
traditional digital telephony and involve signaling, channel setup, digitization of the analog voice signals,
and encoding. Instead of being transmitted over a circuit-switched network, however, the digital
information is packetized, andtransmission occurs as IP packets over a packet-switched
network. Such transmission entails careful considerations about resource management different
from time-division multiplexing (TDM) networks.

Early providers of voice-over-IP services offered business models and technical solutions that mirrored
the architecture of the legacy telephone network. Second-generation providers, such as Skype, have
built closed networks for private user bases, offering the benefit of free calls and convenience while
potentially charging for access to othercommunication networks, such as the PSTN. This has limited
the freedom of users to mix-and-match third-party hardware and software. Third-generation providers,

such asGoogle Talk, have adopted[1] the concept of federated VoIP—which is a departure from the
architecture of the legacy networks. These solutions typically allow dynamic interconnection between
users on any two domains on the Internet when a user wishes to place a call.

VoIP systems employ session control and signaling protocols to control the signaling, set-up, and tear-
down of calls. They transport audio streams over IP networks using special media delivery protocols
that encode voice, audio, video with audio codecs, and video codecs as Digital audio by streaming
media. Various codecs exist that optimize the media stream based on application requirements and
network bandwidth; some implementations rely on narrowband and compressed speech, while others
support high fidelity stereo codecs. Some popular codecs include μ-law and a-law versions
of G.711, G.722, which is a high-fidelity codec marketed as HD Voice by Polycom, a popular open
source voice codec known as iLBC, a codec that only uses 8 kbit/s each way called G.729, and many
others.

VoIP is available on many smartphones, personal computers, and on Internet access devices. Calls
and SMS text messages may be sent over 3G or Wi-Fi.[
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H 323
H.323 is a recommendation from the ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) that
defines the protocols to provide audio-visual communication sessions on anypacket network. The
H.323 standard addresses call signaling and control, multimedia transport and control, and bandwidth

control for point-to-point and multi-point conferences.[1]

It is widely implemented[2] by voice and videoconferencing equipment manufacturers, is used within
various Internet real-time applications such as GnuGK and NetMeeting and is
widely deployed worldwide by service providers and enterprises for both voice and video services
over IP networks.

It is a part of the ITU-T H.32x series of protocols, which also address multimedia communications
over ISDN, the PSTN or SS7, and 3G mobile networks.

H.323 call signaling is based on the ITU-T Recommendation Q.931 protocol and is suited for
transmitting calls across networks using a mixture of IP, PSTN, ISDN, and QSIG over ISDN. A call
model, similar to the ISDN call model, eases the introduction of IP telephony into existing networks of
ISDN-based PBX systems, including transitions to IP-based PBXs.

Within the context of H.323, an IP-based PBX might be a gatekeeper or other call control element
which provides service to telephones or videophones. Such a device may provide or facilitate both
basic services and supplementary services, such as call transfer, park, pick-up, and hold.

Contents
[hide]
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o 4.1 H.323 Network Elements
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History
The first version of H.323 was published by the ITU in November 1996[3] with an emphasis of enabling
videoconferencing capabilities over a local area network (LAN), but was quickly adopted by the
industry as a means of transmitting voice communication over a variety of IP networks,
including WANs and the Internet (see VoIP).

Over the years, H.323 has been revised and re-published with enhancements necessary to better-
enable both voice and video functionality over packet-switched networks, with each version
being backward-compatible with the previous version.[4] Recognizing that H.323 was being used for
communication, not only on LANs, but over WANs and within large carrier networks, the title of H.323
was changed when published in 1998.[5] The title, which has since remained unchanged, is "Packet-
Based Multimedia Communications Systems." The current version of H.323 was approved in 2009. [6]

One strength of H.323 was the relatively early availability of a set of standards, not only defining the
basic call model, but also the supplementary services needed to address business communication
expectations.[citation needed]

H.323 was the first VoIP standard to adopt the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standard Real-
time Transport Protocol (RTP) to transport audio and video over IP networks.[citation needed]

Protocols
H.323 is a system specification that describes the use of several ITU-T and IETF protocols. The
protocols that comprise the core of almost any H.323 system are:[7]

 H.225.0 Registration, Admission and Status (RAS), which is used between an H.323 endpoint
and a Gatekeeper to provide address resolution and admission control services.

 H.225.0 Call Signaling, which is used between any two H.323 entities in order to establish
communication.

 H.245 control protocol for multimedia communication, which describes the messages and
procedures used for capability exchange, opening and closing logical channels for audio, video
and data, control and indications.

 Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP), which is used for sending or receiving multimedia
information (voice, video, or text) between any two entities.

Many H.323 systems also implement other protocols that are defined in various ITU-T
Recommendations to provide supplementary services support or deliver other functionality to the user.

Some of those Recommendations are:[citation needed]



 H.235 series describes security within H.323, including security for both signaling and media.

 H.239 describes dual stream use in videoconferencing, usually one for live video, the other for
still images.

 H.450 series describes various supplementary services.

 H.460 series defines optional extensions that might be implemented by an endpoint or a
Gatekeeper, including ITU-T Recommendations H.460.17, H.460.18, and H.460.19 forNetwork
address translation (NAT) / Firewall (FW) traversal.

In addition to those ITU-T Recommendations, H.323 implements various IETF Request for
Comments (RFCs) for media transport and media packetization, including the Real-time Transport
Protocol (RTP).

Codecs
H.323 utilizes both ITU-defined codecs and codecs defined outside the ITU. Codecs that are widely
implemented by H.323 equipment include:

 Audio codecs: G.711, G.729 (including G.729a), G.723.1, G.726, G.722, G.728, Speex, AAC-
LD

 Text codecs: T.140

 Video codecs: H.261, H.263, H.264

All H.323 terminals providing video communications shall be capable of encoding and decoding video
according to H.261 QCIF. All H.323 terminals shall have an audio codec and shall be capable of
encoding and decoding speech according to ITU-T Rec. G.711. All terminals shall be capable of

transmitting and receiving A-law and μ-law. Support for other audio and video codecs is optional. [6]

Architecture
The H.323 system defines several network elements that work together in order to deliver rich
multimedia communication capabilities. Those elements are Terminals, Multipoint Control
Units (MCUs), Gateways, Gatekeepers, and Border Elements. Collectively, terminals, multipoint
control units and gateways are often referred to as endpoints.

While not all elements are required, at least two terminals are required in order to enable
communication between two people. In most H.323 deployments, a gatekeeper is
employed in order to, among other things, facilitate address resolution.
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H.323 Network Elements
Terminals

Figure 1 - A complete, sophisticated protocol stack

Terminals in an H.323 network are the most fundamental elements in any H.323 system, as those are
the devices that users would normally encounter. They might exist in the form of a simple IP phone or
a powerful high-definition videoconferencing system.

Inside an H.323 terminal is something referred to as a Protocol stack, which implements the
functionality defined by the H.323 system. The protocol stack would include an implementation of the
basic protocol defined in ITU-T Recommendation H.225.0 and H.245, as well as RTP or other
protocols described above.

The diagram, figure 1, depicts a complete, sophisticated stack that provides support for voice, video,
and various forms of data communication. In reality, most H.323 systems do not implement such a
wide array of capabilities, but the logical arrangement is useful in understanding the relationships.

Multipoint Control Units

A Multipoint Control Unit (MCU) is responsible for managing multipoint conferences and is composed
of two logical entities referred to as the Multipoint Controller (MC) and the Multipoint Processor (MP).
In more practical terms, an MCU is a conference bridge not unlike the conference bridges used in the
PSTN today. The most significant difference, however, is that H.323 MCUs might be capable of mixing
or switching video, in addition to the normal audio mixing done by a traditional conference bridge.
Some MCUs also provide multipoint data collaboration capabilities. What this means to the end user is
that, by placing a video call into an H.323 MCU, the user might be able to see all of the other
participants in the conference, not only hear their voices.



Gateways

Gateways are devices that enable communication between H.323 networks and other networks, such
as PSTN or ISDN networks. If one party in a conversation is utilizing a terminal that is not an H.323
terminal, then the call must pass through a gateway in order to enable both parties to communicate.

Gateways are widely used today in order to enable the legacy PSTN phones to interconnect with the
large, international H.323 networks that are presently deployed by services providers. Gateways are
also used within the enterprise in order to enable enterprise IP phones to communicate through the
service provider to users on the PSTN.

Gateways are also used in order to enable videoconferencing devices based on H.320 and H.324 to
communicate with H.323 systems. Most of the third generation (3G) mobile networks deployed today
utilize the H.324 protocol and are able to communicate with H.323-based terminals in corporate
networks through such gateway devices.

Gatekeepers

A Gatekeeper is an optional component in the H.323 network that provides a number of services to
terminals, gateways, and MCU devices. Those services include endpoint registration, address
resolution, admission control, user authentication, and so forth. Of the various functions performed by
the gatekeeper, address resolution is the most important as it enables two endpoints to contact each
other without either endpoint having to know the IP address of the other endpoint.

Gatekeepers may be designed to operate in one of two signaling modes, namely "direct routed" and
"gatekeeper routed" mode. Direct routed mode is the most efficient and most widely deployed mode. In
this mode, endpoints utilize the RAS protocol in order to learn the IP address of the remote endpoint
and a call is established directly with the remote device. In the gatekeeper routed mode, call signaling
always passes through the gatekeeper. While the latter requires the gatekeeper to have more
processing power, it also gives the gatekeeper complete control over the call and the ability to provide
supplementary services on behalf of the endpoints.

H.323 endpoints use the RAS protocol to communicate with a gatekeeper. Likewise, gatekeepers use
RAS to communicate with other gatekeepers.

A collection of endpoints that are registered to a single Gatekeeper in H.323 is referred to as a “zone”.
This collection of devices does not necessarily have to have an associated physical topology. Rather,
a zone may be entirely logical and is arbitrarily defined by the network administrator.

Gatekeepers have the ability to neighbor together so that call resolution can happen between zones.
Neighboring facilitates the use of dial plans such as the Global Dialing Scheme. Dial plans facilitate
“inter-zone” dialing so that two endpoints in separate zones can still communicate with each other.



Border Elements and Peer Elements

Figure 2 - An illustration of an administrative domain with border elements, peer elements, and gatekeepers

Border Elements and Peer Elements are optional entities similar to a Gatekeeper, but that do not
manage endpoints directly and provide some services that are not described in the RAS protocol. The
role of a border or peer element is understood via the definition of an "administrative domain".

An administrative domain is the collection of all zones that are under the control of a single person or
organization, such as a service provider. Within a service provider network there may be hundreds or
thousands of gateway devices, telephones, video terminals, or other H.323 network elements. The
service provider might arrange devices into "zones" that enable the service provider to best manage all
of the devices under its control, such as logical arrangement by city. Taken together, all of the zones
within the service provider network would appear to another service provider as an "administrative
domain".

The border element is a signaling entity that generally sits at the edge of the administrative domain
and communicates with another administrative domain. This communication might include such things
as access authorization information; call pricing information; or other important data necessary to
enable communication between the two administrative domains.

Peer elements are entities within the administrative domain that, more or less, help to propagate
information learned from the border elements throughout the administrative domain. Such architecture
is intended to enable large-scale deployments within carrier networks and to enable services such
as clearinghouses.

The diagram, figure 2, provides an illustration of an administrative domain with border elements, peer
elements, and gatekeepers.



H.323 Network Signaling
H.323 is defined as a binary protocol, which allows for efficient message processing in network
elements. The syntax of the protocol is defined in ASN.1 and uses the Packed Encoding Rules (PER)
form of message encoding for efficient message encoding on the wire. Below is an overview of the
various communication flows in H.323 systems.

H.225.0 Call Signaling

Figure 3 - Establishment of an H.323 call

Once the address of the remote endpoint is resolved, the endpoint will use H.225.0 Call Signaling in
order to establish communication with the remote entity. H.225.0 messages are:

 Setup and Setup acknowledge
 Call Proceeding
 Connect
 Alerting
 Information
 Release Complete
 Facility
 Progress
 Status and Status Inquiry
 Notify

In the simplest form, an H.323 call may be established as follows (figure 3).

In this example, the endpoint (EP) on the left initiated communication with the gateway on the right and
the gateway connected the call with the called party. In reality, call flows are often more complex than
the one shown, but most calls that utilize the Fast Connect procedures defined within H.323 can be
established with as few as 2 or 3 messages. Endpoints must notify their gatekeeper (if gatekeepers
are used) that they are in a call.

Once a call has concluded, a device will send a Release Complete message. Endpoints are then
required to notify their gatekeeper (if gatekeepers are used) that the call has ended.



RAS Signaling

Figure 4 - A high-level communication exchange between two endpoints (EP) and two gatekeepers (GK)

Endpoints use the RAS protocol in order to communicate with a gatekeeper. Likewise, gatekeepers
use RAS to communicate with peer gatekeepers. RAS is a fairly simple protocol composed of just a
few messages. Namely:

 Gatekeeper request, reject and confirm messages (GRx)

 Registration request, reject and confirm messages (RRx)

 Unregister request, reject and confirm messages (URx)

 Admission request, reject and confirm messages (ARx)

 Bandwidth request, reject and confirm message (BRx)

 Disengage request, reject and confirm (DRx)

 Location request, reject and confirm messages (LRx)

 Info request, ack, nack and response (IRx)

 Nonstandard message

 Unknown message response

 Request in progress (RIP)

 Resource availability indication and confirm (RAx)

 Service control indication and response (SCx)

 Admission confirm sequence (ACS)

When an endpoint is powered on, it will generally send a gatekeeper request (GRQ) message to
"discover" gatekeepers that are willing to provide service. Gatekeepers will then respond with a
gatekeeper confirm (GCF) and the endpoint will then select a gatekeeper to work with. Alternatively, it
is possible that a gatekeeper has been predefined in the system’s administrative setup so there is no
need for the endpoint to discover one.



Once the endpoint determines the gatekeeper to work with, it will try to register with the gatekeeper by
sending a registration request (RRQ), to which the gatekeeper responds with a registration confirm
(RCF). At this point, the endpoint is known to the network and can make and place calls.

When an endpoint wishes to place a call, it will send an admission request (ARQ) to the gatekeeper.
The gatekeeper will then resolve the address (either locally, by consulting another gatekeeper, or by
querying some other network service) and return the address of the remote endpoint in the admission
confirm message (ACF). The endpoint can then place the call.

Upon receiving a call, a remote endpoint will also send an ARQ and receive an ACF in order to get
permission to accept the incoming call. This is necessary, for example, to authenticate the calling
device or to ensure that there is available bandwidth for the call.

Figure 4 depicts a high-level communication exchange between two endpoints (EP) and two
gatekeepers (GK).

H.245 Call Contro

Once a call has initiated (but not necessarily fully connected) endpoints may initiate H.245 call control
signaling in order to provide more extensive control over the conference. H.245 is a rather voluminous
specification with many procedures that fully enable multipoint communication, though in practice most
implementations only implement the minimum necessary in order to enable point-to-point voice and
video communication.

H.245 provides capabilities such as capability negotiation, master/slave determination, opening and
closing of "logical channels" (i.e., audio and video flows), flow control, and conference control. It has
support for both unicast and multicast communication, allowing the size of a conference to theoretically
grow without bound.

Capability Negotiation

Of the functionality provided by H.245, capability negotiation is arguably the most important, as it
enables devices to communicate without having prior knowledge of the capabilities of the remote
entity. H.245 enables rich multimedia capabilities, including audio, video, text, and data
communication. For transmission of audio, video, or text, H.323 devices utilize both ITU-defined
codecs and codecs defined outside the ITU. Codecs that are widely implemented by H.323 equipment
include:

 Video codecs: H.261, H.263, H.264

 Audio codecs: G.711, G.729, G.729a, G.723.1, G.726

 Text codecs: T.140

H.245 also enables real-time data conferencing capability through protocols like T.120. T.120-based
applications generally operate in parallel with the H.323 system, but are integrated to provide the user
with a seamless multimedia experience. T.120 provides such capabilities as application sharing T.128,
electronic whiteboard T.126, file transferT.127, and text chat T.134 within the context of the
conference.



When an H.323 device initiates communication with a remote H.323 device and when H.245
communication is established between the two entities, the Terminal Capability Set (TCS) message is
the first message transmitted to the other side.

Master/Slave Determination

After sending a TCS message, H.323 entities (through H.245 exchanges) will attempt to determine
which device is the "master" and which is the "slave." This process, referred to as Master/Slave
Determination (MSD), is important, as the master in a call settles all "disputes" between the two
devices. For example, if both endpoints attempt to open incompatible media flows, it is the master who
takes the action to reject the incompatible flow.

Logical Channel Signaling

Once capabilities are exchanged and master/slave determination steps have completed, devices may
then open "logical channels" or media flows. This is done by simply sending an Open Logical Channel
(OLC) message and receiving an acknowledgement message. Upon receipt of the acknowledgement
message, an endpoint may then transmit audio or video to the remote endpoint.

Fast Connect

Figure 5 - A typical H.245 exchange

A typical H.245 exchange looks similar to figure 5:

After this exchange of messages, the two endpoints (EP) in this figure would be transmitting audio in
each direction. The number of message exchanges is numerous, each has an important purpose, but
nonetheless takes time.

For this reason, H.323 version 2 (published in 1998) introduced a concept called Fast Connect, which
enables a device to establish bi-directional media flows as part of the H.225.0 call establishment
procedures. With Fast Connect, it is possible to establish a call with bi-directional media flowing with
no more than two messages, like in figure 3.

Fast Connect is widely supported in the industry. Even so, most devices still implement the complete
H.245 exchange as shown above and perform that message exchange in parallel to other activities, so
there is no noticeable delay to the calling or called party.



Use cases
H.323 and Voice over IP services
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) describes the transmission of voice using the Internet or other
packet switched networks. ITU-T Recommendation H.323 is one of the standards used in VoIP. VoIP
requires a connection to the Internet or another packet switched network, a subscription to a VoIP
service provider and a client (an analogue telephone adapter(ATA), VoIP Phone or "soft phone"). The
service provider offers the connection to other VoIP services or to the PSTN. Most service providers

charge a monthly fee, then additional costs when calls are made.[citation needed] Using VoIP between two
enterprise locations would not necessarily require a VoIP service provider, for example. H.323 has
been widely deployed by companies who wish to interconnect remote locations over IP using a
number of various wired and wireless technologies.

H.323 and Videoconference services
A videoconference, or videoteleconference (VTC), is a set of telecommunication technologies allowing
two or more locations to interact via two-way video and audio transmissions simultaneously. There are
basically two types of videoconferencing; dedicated VTC systems have all required components
packaged into a single piece of equipment while desktop VTC systems are add-ons to normal PC's,
transforming them into VTC devices. Simultaneous videoconferencing among three or more remote
points is possible by means of a Multipoint Control Unit (MCU). There are MCU bridges for IP and
ISDN-based videoconferencing. Due to the price point and proliferation of the Internet, and broadband
in particular, there has been a strong spurt of growth and use of H.323-based IP videoconferencing.
H.323 is accessible to anyone with a high speed Internet connection, such asDSL. Videoconferencing
is utilized in various situations, for example; distance education, telemedicine, Video Relay Service,
and business.[citation needed]

International Conferences
H.323 has been used in the industry to enable large-scale international video conferences that are
significantly larger than the typical video conference. One of the most widely attended is an annual
event called Megaconference.

SIP

The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is a signaling communications protocol, widely used for
controlling multimedia communication sessions such as voice and video calls over Internet
Protocol (IP) networks.

The protocol defines the messages that are sent between endpoints
which govern establishment, termination and other essential elements of a call. SIP can be used for
creating, modifying and terminating sessions consisting of one or several media streams. SIP can be
used for two-party (unicast) or multiparty (multicast) sessions. Other SIP applications include video



conferencing, streaming multimedia distribution, instant messaging, presence information, file
transfer, fax over IP and online games.

Originally designed by Henning Schulzrinne and Mark Handley in 1996, SIP has been developed
and standardized in RFC 3261under the auspices of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). It is
an application layer protocol designed to be independent of the underlying transport layer; it can run
on Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP) or Stream Control

Transmission Protocol (SCTP).[1] It is a text-based protocol, incorporating many elements of
the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP).[2]

SIP works in conjunction with several other application layer protocols that identify and carry the
session media. Media identificationand negotiation is achieved with the Session Description
Protocol (SDP). For the transmission of media streams (voice, video) SIP typically employs the Real-
time Transport Protocol (RTP) or Secure Real-time Transport Protocol (SRTP). For secure
transmissions of SIP messages, the protocol may be encrypted with Transport Layer Security (TLS).
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History
SIP was originally designed by Henning Schulzrinne and Mark Handley in 1996. In November 2000,
SIP was accepted as a 3GPP signaling protocol and permanent element of theIP Multimedia
Subsystem (IMS) architecture for IP-based streaming multimedia services in cellular systems. As of
2013, the latest version of the specification is RFC 3261, published in June 2002.[3]



The U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Advanced Networking Technologies
Division provides a public-domain implementation of the Java standard for SIP[4] which serves as a
reference implementation for the standard. The stack can work in proxy server or user agent scenarios
and has been used in numerous commercial and research projects. It supports RFC 3261 in full and a
number of extension RFCs including RFC 6665 (Subscribe / Notify) and RFC
3262 (Provisional Reliable Responses) etc.

Protocol design
SIP employs design elements similar to the HTTP request/response transaction model. [5] Each
transaction consists of a client request that invokes a particular method or functionon the server and at
least one response. SIP reuses most of the header fields, encoding rules and status codes of HTTP,
providing a readable text-based format.

Each resource of a SIP network, such as a user agent or a voicemail box, is identified by a uniform
resource identifier (URI), based on the general standard syntax[6] also used in Web services and e-
mail. The URI scheme used for SIP is sip: and a typical SIP URI is of the
form: sip:username:password@host:port. If secure transmission is required, the
scheme sips: is used and mandates that each hop over which the request is forwarded up to the

target domain must be secured with Transport Layer Security (TLS). The last hop from the proxy of the
target domain to the user agent has to be secured according to local policies. TLS protects against
attackers which try to listen on the signaling link but it does not provide real end-to-end security to
prevent espionage and law enforcement interception, as the encryption is only hop-by-hop and every
single intermediate proxy has to be trusted.

SIP works in concert with several other protocols and is only involved in the signaling portion of a
communication session. SIP clients typically use TCP or UDP on port numbers5060 and/or 5061 to
connect to SIP servers and other SIP endpoints. Port 5060 is commonly used for non-encrypted
signaling traffic whereas port 5061 is typically used for traffic encrypted with Transport Layer
Security (TLS). SIP is primarily used in setting up and tearing down voice or video calls. It also allows
modification of existing calls. The modification can involve changing addresses or ports, inviting more
participants, and adding or deleting media streams. SIP has also found applications in messaging
applications, such as instant messaging, and event subscription and notification. A suite of SIP-
related Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) rules define behavior for such applications. The voice
and video stream communications in SIP applications are carried over another application protocol,
the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP). Parameters (port numbers, protocols,codecs) for these media
streams are defined and negotiated using the Session Description Protocol (SDP) which is transported
in the SIP packet body.

A motivating goal for SIP was to provide a signaling and call setup protocol for IP-based
communications that can support a superset of the call processing functions and features present in
the public switched telephone network (PSTN). SIP by itself does not define these features; rather, its
focus is call-setup and signaling. The features that permit familiar telephone-like operations: dialing a
number, causing a phone to ring, hearing ringback tones or a busy signal - are performed by proxy



servers and user agents. Implementation and terminology are different in the SIP world but to the end-
user, the behavior is similar.

SIP-enabled telephony networks can also implement many of the more advanced call processing
features present in Signaling System 7 (SS7), though the two protocols themselves are very different.
SS7 is a centralized protocol, characterized by complex central network architecture and dumb
endpoints (traditional telephone handsets). SIP is aclient-server protocol, however most SIP-enabled
devices may perform both the client and the server role. In general, session initiator is a client, and the
call recipient performs the server function. SIP features are implemented in the communicating
endpoints, contrary to traditional SS7 features, which are implemented in the network.

SIP is distinguished by its proponents for having roots in the IP community rather than in the
telecommunications industry. SIP has been standardized and governed primarily by the IETF, while
other protocols, such as H.323, have traditionally been associated with the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU).

The first proposed standard version (SIP 1.0) was defined by RFC 2543. This version of the protocol
was further refined to version 2.0 and clarified in RFC 3261, although some implementations are still

relying on the older definitions.[specify]

Network elements
SIP defines user-agents as well as several types of server network elements. Two SIP endpoints can
communicate without any intervening SIP infrastructure. However, this approach is often impractical
for a public service, which needs directory services to locate available nodes on the network.

User Agent
A SIP user agent (UA) is a logical network end-point used to create or receive SIP messages and
thereby manage a SIP session. A SIP UA can perform the role of a User Agent Client (UAC), which
sends SIP requests, and the User Agent Server (UAS), which receives the requests and returns a SIP

response. These roles of UAC and UAS only last for the duration of a SIP transaction. [7]

A SIP phone is an IP phone that implements SIP user agent and server functions, which provide the
traditional call functions of a telephone, such as dial, answer, reject, hold/unhold, and call
transfer.[8][9] SIP phones may be implemented as a hardware device or as a softphone. As vendors
increasingly implement SIP as a standard telephony platform, often driven by 4G efforts, the distinction
between hardware-based and software-based SIP phones is being blurred and SIP elements are
implemented in the basic firmware functions of many IP-capable devices. Examples are devices
from Nokia and BlackBerry.[10]

In SIP, as in HTTP, the user agent may identify itself using a message header field 'User-Agent',
containing a text description of the software/hardware/product involved. The User-Agent field is sent in
request messages, which means that the receiving SIP server can see this information. SIP network

elements sometimes store this information,[11] and it can be useful in diagnosing SIP compatibility
problems.



Proxy server
The proxy server is an intermediary entity that acts as both a server and a client for the purpose of
making requests on behalf of other clients. A proxy server primarily plays the role of routing, meaning
that its job is to ensure that a request is sent to another entity closer to the targeted user. Proxies are
also useful for enforcing policy (for example, making sure a user is allowed to make a call). A
proxy interprets, and, if necessary, rewrites specific parts of a request message before forwarding it.

Registrar
A registrar is a SIP endpoint that accepts REGISTER requests and places the information it receives in
those requests into a location service for the domain it handles. The location service links one or
more IP addresses to the SIP URI of the registering agent. The URI uses the sip: scheme, although
other protocol schemes are possible, such astel:. More than one user agent can register at the
same URI, with the result that all registered user agents receive the calls to the URI.

SIP registrars are logical elements, and are commonly co-located with SIP proxies. But it is also

possible and often good for network scalability to place this location service with a redirect server.

Redirect server
A user agent server that generates 3xx (Redirection) responses to requests it receives, directing the
client to contact an alternate set of URIs. The redirect server allows proxy servers to direct SIP session
invitations to external domains.

Session border controller
Session border controllers Serve as middle boxes between UA and SIP servers for various types of
functions, including network topology hiding, and assistance in NAT traversal.

Gateway
Gateways can be used to interface a SIP network to other networks, such as the public switched
telephone network, which use different protocols or technologies.

SIP messages
SIP is a text-based protocol with syntax similar to that of HTTP. There are two different types of SIP
messages: requests and responses. The first line of a request has a method, defining the nature of the
request, and a Request-URI, indicating where the request should be sent.[12] The first line of a
response has a response code.

For SIP requests, RFC 3261 defines the following methods:[13]

Main article: List of SIP request methods

 REGISTER: Used by a UA to indicate its current IP address and the URLs for which it would
like to receive calls.

 INVITE: Used to establish a media session between user agents.



 ACK: Confirms reliable message exchanges.

 CANCEL: Terminates a pending request.

 BYE: Terminates a session between two users in a conference.

 OPTIONS: Requests information about the capabilities of a caller, without setting up a call.

A new method has been introduced in SIP in RFC 3262:[14]

 PRACK (Provisional Response Acknowledgement): PRACK improves network reliability by
adding an acknowledgement system to the provisional Responses (1xx). PRACK is sent in
response to provisional response (1xx).

The SIP response types defined in RFC 3261 fall in one of the following categories:[15]

Main article: List of SIP response codes

 Provisional (1xx): Request received and being processed.

 Success (2xx): The action was successfully received, understood, and accepted.

 Redirection (3xx): Further action needs to be taken (typically by sender) to complete the
request.

 Client Error (4xx): The request contains bad syntax or cannot be fulfilled at the server.

 Server Error (5xx): The server failed to fulfill an apparently valid request.

 Global Failure (6xx): The request cannot be fulfilled at any server.

Transactions
SIP makes use of transactions to control the exchanges between participants and deliver messages
reliably. The transactions maintain an internal state and make use of timers.Client Transactions send
requests and Server Transactions respond to those requests with one-or-more responses. The
responses may include zero-or-more Provisional (1xx) responses and one-or-more final (2xx-6xx)
responses.

Transactions are further categorized as either Invite or Non-Invite. Invite transactions differ in that they
can establish a long-running conversation, referred to as a Dialog in SIP, and so include an
acknowledgment (ACK) of any non-failing final response (e.g. 200 OK).

Because of these transactional mechanisms, SIP can make use of un-reliable transports such as User
Datagram Protocol (UDP).



If we take the above example, User1’s UAC uses an Invite Client Transaction to send the initial INVITE
(1) message. If no response is received after a timer controlled wait period the UAC may have chosen
to terminate the transaction or retransmit the INVITE. However, once a response was received, User1
was confident the INVITE was delivered reliably. User1’s UAC then must acknowledge the response.
On delivery of the ACK (2) both sides of the transaction are complete. And in this case, a Dialog may

have been established.[16]

Instant messaging and presence
The Session Initiation Protocol for Instant Messaging and Presence Leveraging Extensions (SIMPLE)
is the SIP-based suite of standards for instant messaging and presence information. MSRP (Message
Session Relay Protocol) allows instant message sessions and file transfer.

Conformance testing
TTCN-3 test specification language is used for the purposes of specifying conformance tests for SIP
implementations. SIP test suite is developed by a Specialist Task Force atETSI (STF 196).[17] The SIP
developer community meets regularly at the SIP Forum SIPit events to test interoperability and test
implementations of new RFCs.

Applications



The market for consumer SIP devices continues to expand; there are many devices such as SIP
Terminal Adapters, SIP Gateways, and SIP Trunking services providing replacements for ISDN
telephone lines.

Many VoIP phone companies allow customers to use their own SIP devices, such as SIP-capable
telephone sets, or softphones.

SIP-enabled video surveillance cameras can make calls to alert the owner or operator that an event
has occurred; for example, to notify that motion has been detected out-of-hours in a protected area.

SIP is used in audio over IP for broadcasting applications where it provides an interoperable means for
audio interfaces from different manufacturers to make connections with one another.[18]

SIP-ISUP interworking
SIP-I, or the Session Initiation Protocol with encapsulated ISUP, is a protocol used to create, modify,
and terminate communication sessions based on ISUP using SIP and IP networks. Services using

SIP-I include voice, video telephony, fax and data. SIP-I and SIP-T[19] are two protocols with similar
features, notably to allow ISUP messages to be transported over SIP networks. This preserves all of
the detail available in the ISUP header, which is important as there are many country-specific variants
of ISUP that have been implemented over the last 30 years, and it is not always possible to express all
of the same detail using a native SIP message. SIP-I was defined by the ITU-T, where SIP-T was

defined via the IETF RFC route.[20] A Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) connection is a Voice over
Internet Protocol (VoIP) service offered by many Internet telephony service providers (ITSPs) that
connects a company's private branch exchange (PBX) telephone system to the public switched
telephone network (PSTN) via the Internet.

Using a SIP connection may simplify administration for the organization as the SIP connection typically
uses the same Internet access that is used for data. This often removes the need to install Basic Rate
Interface (BRI) or Primary Rate Interface (PRI) telephone circuits.

Deployment issues
If the call traffic runs on the same connection with other traffic, such as email or Web browsing, voice
and even signaling packets may be dropped and the voice stream may be interrupted.

To mitigate this, many companies split voice and data between two separate internet connections.
Alternately, some networks use the TOS precedence or DiffServ fields in the header of IPV4 packets
to mark the relative time-sensitivity of SIP and RTP as compared to web, email, video and other types
of IP traffic. This precedence marking method requires that all routers in the SIP and RTP paths
support separate queues for different traffic types. Other options to control delay and loss include
incorporating multiple VLANs (virtual local area networks), traffic shaping to avoid this resource
conflict, but the efficacy of this solution is dependent on the number of packets dropped between the
Internet and the PBX. Registration is required if the end user has a dynamic IP address, if the provider
does not support static hostnames, or if NAT is used. In order to share several DID numbers on the
same registration, the IETF has defined additional headers (for example "P-Preferred-Identity",



see RFC 3325). This avoids multiple registrations from one PBX to the same provider. Using this
method the PBX can indicate what identity should be presented to the Called party and what identity
should be used for authenticating the call. This feature is also useful when the PBX redirects an
incoming call to a PSTN number, for example a cell phone, to preserve the original Caller ID.

Users should also be aware that a SIP connection can be used as a channel for attacking the
company's internal networks, similar to Web and Email attacks. Users should consider installing
appropriate security mechanisms to prevent malicious attacks.

Encryption
The increasing concerns about security of calls that run over the public Internet has made SIP
encryption more popular. Because VPN is not an option for most service providers, most service
providers that offer secure SIP (SIPS) connections use TLS for securing signalling. The relationship
between SIP (port 5060) and SIPS (port 5061), is similar to that as for HTTP and HTTPS, and uses
URIs in the form "sips:user@example.com". The media streams, which occur on different connections
to the signalling stream, can be encrypted with SRTP. The key exchange for SRTP is performed
with SDES (RFC 4568), or the newer and often more user friendly ZRTP (RFC 6189), which can
automatically upgrade RTP to SRTP using dynamic key exchange (and a verification phrase). One can
also add a MIKEY (RFC 3830) exchange to SIP and in that way determine session keys for use with
SRTP

QOS

Quality of service
Communication on the IP network is perceived as less reliable in contrast to the circuit-switched public
telephone network because it does not provide a network-based mechanism to ensure that data
packets are not lost, and are delivered in sequential order.[citation needed] It is a best-effort network without
fundamental Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees. Therefore, VoIP implementations may face
problems with latency, packet loss, and jitter.[12][13]

By default, network routers handle traffic on a first-come, first-served basis. Network routers on high
volume traffic links may introduce latency that exceeds permissible thresholds for VoIP. Fixed delays
cannot be controlled, as they are caused by the physical distance the packets travel; however, latency

can be minimized by marking voice packets as being delay-sensitive with methods such as DiffServ.[12]

VoIP endpoints usually have to wait for completion of transmission of previous packets before new
data may be sent. Although it is possible to preempt (abort) a less important packet in mid-
transmission, this is not commonly done, especially on high-speed links where transmission times are

short even for maximum-sized packets.[14] An alternative to preemption on slower links, such as dialup
and digital subscriber line (DSL), is to reduce the maximum transmission time by reducing
the maximum transmission unit. But every packet must contain protocol headers, so this increases
relative header overhead on every link traversed, not just the bottleneck (usually Internet access)
link.[14]



DSL modems provide Ethernet (or Ethernet over USB) connections to local equipment, but inside they
are actually Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) modems. They use ATM Adaptation Layer 5 (AAL5)
to segment each Ethernet packet into a series of 53-byte ATM cells for transmission, reassembling
them back into Ethernet frames at the receiving end. A virtual circuit identifier (VCI) is part of the 5-byte
header on every ATM cell, so the transmitter can multiplex the active virtual circuits (VCs) in any
arbitrary order. Cells from the same VC are always sent sequentially.

However, a majority of DSL providers use only one VC for each customer, even those with bundled
VoIP service. Every Ethernet frame must be completely transmitted before another can begin. If a
second VC were established, given high priority and reserved for VoIP, then a low priority data packet
could be suspended in mid-transmission and a VoIP packet sent right away on the high priority VC.
Then the link would pick up the low priority VC where it left off. Because ATM links are multiplexed on
a cell-by-cell basis, a high priority packet would have to wait at most 53 byte times to begin
transmission. There would be no need to reduce the interface MTU and accept the resulting increase
in higher layer protocol overhead, and no need to abort a low priority packet and resend it later.

ATM has substantial header overhead: 5/53 = 9.4%, roughly twice the total header overhead of a 1500
byte Ethernet frame. This "ATM tax" is incurred by every DSL user whether or not they take advantage

of multiple virtual circuits - and few can.[12]

ATM's potential for latency reduction is greatest on slow links, because worst-case latency decreases
with increasing link speed. A full-size (1500 byte) Ethernet frame takes 94 ms to transmit at 128 kbit/s
but only 8 ms at 1.5 Mbit/s. If this is the bottleneck link, this latency is probably small enough to ensure
good VoIP performance without MTU reductions or multiple ATM VCs. The latest generations of
DSL, VDSL and VDSL2, carry Ethernet without intermediate ATM/AAL5 layers, and they generally
support IEEE 802.1p priority tagging so that VoIP can be queued ahead of less time-critical traffic.[12]

Voice, and all other data, travels in packets over IP networks with fixed maximum capacity. This
system may be more prone to congestion[citation needed] and DoS attacks[15] than traditional circuit
switched systems; a circuit switched system of insufficient capacity will refuse new connections while
carrying the remainder without impairment, while the quality of real-time data such as telephone
conversations on packet-switched networks degrades dramatically.[12]

Fixed delays cannot be controlled as they are caused by the physical distance the packets travel. They
are especially problematic when satellite circuits are involved because of the long distance to
a geostationary satellite and back; delays of 400–600 ms are typical.

When the load on a link grows so quickly that its switches experience queue overflows, congestion
results and data packets are lost. This signals a transport protocol like TCP to reduce its transmission
rate to alleviate the congestion. But VoIP usually uses UDP not TCP because recovering from

congestion through retransmission usually entails too much latency.[12] So QoS mechanisms can avoid
the undesirable loss of VoIP packets by immediately transmitting them ahead of any queued bulk
traffic on the same link, even when that bulk traffic queue is overflowing.

The receiver must resequence IP packets that arrive out of order and recover gracefully when packets
arrive too late or not at all. Jitter results from the rapid and random (i.e. unpredictable) changes in



queue lengths along a given Internet path due to competition from other users for the same
transmission links. VoIP receivers counter jitter by storing incoming packets briefly in a "de-jitter" or
"playout" buffer, deliberately increasing latency to improve the chance that each packet will be on hand
when it is time for the voice engine to play it. The added delay is thus a compromise between
excessive latency and excessive dropout, i.e. momentary audio interruptions.

Although jitter is a random variable, it is the sum of several other random variables that are at least
somewhat independent: the individual queuing delays of the routers along the Internet path in
question. Thus according to the central limit theorem, we can model jitter as a gaussian random
variable. This suggests continually estimating the mean delay and its standard deviation and setting
the playout delay so that only packets delayed more than several standard deviations above the mean
will arrive too late to be useful. In practice, however, the variance in latency of many Internet paths is
dominated by a small number (often one) of relatively slow and congested "bottleneck" links. Most
Internet backbone links are now so fast (e.g. 10 Gbit/s) that their delays are dominated by the
transmission medium (e.g. optical fiber) and the routers driving them do not have enough buffering for
queuing delays to be significant.

It has been suggested to rely on the packetized nature of media in VoIP communications and transmit
the stream of packets from the source phone to the destination phone simultaneously across different
routes (multi-path routing).[16] In such a way, temporary failures have less impact on the
communication quality. In capillary routing it has been suggested to use at the packet level Fountain
codes or particularly raptor codes for transmitting extra redundant packets making the communication
more reliable.[citation needed]

A number of protocols have been defined to support the reporting of quality of service (QoS)
and quality of experience (QoE) for VoIP calls. These include RTCP Extended Report (RFC
3611), SIP RTCP Summary Reports, H.460.9 Annex B (for H.323), H.248.30 and MGCP extensions.
The RFC 3611 VoIP Metrics block is generated by an IP phone or gateway during a live call and
contains information on packet loss rate, packet discard rate (because of jitter), packet loss/discard
burst metrics (burst length/density, gap length/density), network delay, end system delay, signal / noise
/ echo level, Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) and R factors and configuration information related to the
jitter buffer.

RFC 3611 VoIP metrics reports are exchanged between IP endpoints on an occasional basis during a
call, and an end of call message sent via SIP RTCP Summary Report or one of the other signaling
protocol extensions. RFC 3611 VoIP metrics reports are intended to support real time feedback related
to QoS problems, the exchange of information between the endpoints for improved call quality
calculation and a variety of other applications.

Rural areas in particular are greatly hindered in their ability to choose a VoIP system over PBX. This is
generally down to the poor access to superfast broadband in rural country areas. With the release of
4G data, there is a potential for corporate users based outside of populated areas to switch their
internet connection to 4G data, which is comparatively as fast as a regular superfast broadband
connection. This greatly enhances the overall quality and user experience of a VoIP system in these

areas. This method was already trialled in rural Germany, surpassing all expectations. [17]



CODEC
Codecs are used to convert an analog voice signal to digitally encodedversion. Codecs vary in the sound

quality, the bandwidth required, the computational requirements, etc.
There are many codecs for audio, video, fax and text. Below is a list of the most common codecs for VoIP.

As a user, you may think that you have little to do with what these are, but it is always good to know a
minimum about these, since you might have to make decisions one day relating codecs concerning VoIP in
your business; or at least might one day understand some words in the Greek VoIP people speak! I won’t
drag you into all the technicalities of codecs, but will just mention them.

If you are a techie and want to know more about each one of these codecs in detail, have a look there.

Common VoIP Codecs

Codec Bandwidth/kbps Comments

G.711 64 Delivers precise speech transmission. Very low processor requirements.

Needs at least 128 kbps for two-way.

G.722 48/56/64 Adapts to varying compressions and bandwidth is conserved withnetwork

congestion .

G.723.1 5.3/6.3 High compression with high quality audio. Can use with dial-up. Lot of

processor power.

G.726 16/24/32/40 An improved version of G.721 and G.723 (different from G.723.1)

G.729 8 Excellent bandwidth utilization. Error tolerant. License required.

GSM 13 High compression ratio. Free and available in many hardware and

software platforms. Same encoding is used in GSM cellphones
(improved versions are often used nowadays).

iLBC 15 Robust to packet loss. Free

Speex 2.15 / 44 Minimizes bandwidth usage by using variable bit rate
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What is Multimedia ?What is Multimedia ?
 Information Perception from External World

 Scene: 60%
 Sound: 20%
 Touch(feel): 15%
 Taste: 3%
 Smell: 2%

 Media: means of transport information(digital
data)
 text, audio, image, graphic, video

 Multimedia
 combination of two or more media

 Persistent vs Non-persistent(live) information
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What is Multimedia CommunicationsWhat is Multimedia Communications
 Multimedia System

 a computer system that can accept multimedia
information from the external world

 Multimedia Applications
 Local Multimedia Application
 Distributed Multimedia Application

 Multimedia Communications
 concerns the technology required to manipulate,

transmit, and control multimedia across a networked
communication channel
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Digital Media DevicesDigital Media Devices

Capture
ASCII keyboard
MIDI keyboard
Image scanner
3D digitiger
Video frame grabber
Video digitizer
Audio digitizer

Presentation
Frame buffer, display driver
Printer
MIDI synthesizer
Audio digital-to-analog
converter

Processing
Video encoder/decoder
Audio encoder/decoder
Digital video effects device
Digital audio effects device
3D graphics hardware
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Digital video effects device
Digital audio effects device
3D graphics hardware



Analog Media devicesAnalog Media devices

Sources
Microphone
Video camera
Video tape player
Audio tape player
Videodisc player
Photographic camera

Sink
Speaker
Video display
Video tape recoder
Audio tape recoder

Filters
Analog video effects device
Analog audio effects device
Audio mixer
Video scan converter
Video overlay device
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Microphone
Video camera
Video tape player
Audio tape player
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Filters
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Video scan converter
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Continuous and Discrete MediaContinuous and Discrete Media
 Discrete media

 time independent media
 e.g. : text/data, image, graphics

 Continuous(temporal) media
 time-dependent media (real time media)
 requires continuous playout as time passes
 e.g : audio, video
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Media SynchronizationMedia Synchronization
 intra-media synchronization: e.g. audio
 inter-media synchronization: e.g. movie
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Why Digital?Why Digital?
 Analog reality, digital approximations.
 Conversion from A-to-D, and D-to-A
 Sampling, Quantization + Encoding Process
 Advantages of digital:

 Cost
 Reliability
 High-speed (electronic) storage
 Programmability
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Multimedia Computer and SoftwareMultimedia Computer and Software
 Multimedia PC
 Multimedia system software

 Microsoft
 Video for Windows
 ActiveMovie
 DirectShow

 Apple’s QuickTime
 Java Media Framework (JMF)
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Multimedia Generation & DeliveryMultimedia Generation & Delivery
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Multimedia CommunicationsMultimedia Communications
 Distributed multimedia applications require multimedia

networks
 Charateristics of Multimedia Networks

 Broad Bandwidth
 Multicasting
 Real-time Constraints
 Reliability
 QoS

 Multimedia over IP
 Mbone: Multicast Backbone
 Protocols: RSVP, RTP, ST2
 Applications

 Cu-SeeMe
 Internet Talk Radio

 Other audio-visual tools: vat, nv, ivs, ...
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Multimedia in NetworksMultimedia in Networks
 Streaming stored MM

 Clients request audio/video files from servers and pipeline
reception over the network and display

 Interactive: user can control operations (similar to VCR)
 Delay: from client request until display start can be 1 to 10

seconds
 Unidirectional Real-time

 Similar to existing TV and radio stations, but delivery over the
Internet

 Non-interactive, just listen/vies
 Interactive Real-time

 Phone or video conference
 More stringent delay requirement than Streaming &

Unidirectional
 Video: < 150 msec acceptable
 Audio: < 150 msec good, < 400 msec acceptable
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MM Traffic Source CharacteristicsMM Traffic Source Characteristics
 Throughput Variation with time

 Constant Bit Rate (CBR)
 Fixed Bandwidth
 Intended for real-time applications

 Variable Bit Rate (VBR)
 Transmit rate varies with time (bursty)
 Intended for Voice/Video

 Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR)
 Intended for non-critical applications

 Time Dependency
 Bidirectional Symmetry

 Symmetric or Asymmetric
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MM Traffic Requirement for Networks (1)MM Traffic Requirement for Networks (1)
 Throughput Requirement

 High bandwidth requirement
 High storage bandwidth requirement
 Streaming requirement

 Reliability(error control) Requirement
 Error control End-to-end delay
 Tolerance of transmission network errors

 audio, video: tolerable due to human perception
 audio is more sensitive that video
 text: usually not tolerable

 Delay is more important than error in continuos media
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 High bandwidth requirement
 High storage bandwidth requirement
 Streaming requirement

 Reliability(error control) Requirement
 Error control End-to-end delay
 Tolerance of transmission network errors
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MM Traffic Requirement for Networks (2)MM Traffic Requirement for Networks (2)
 Delay Requirement

 Multimedia connection may consist of multiple
streams

 Type of connection
 Asynchronous : no upper limit on the delay
 Synchronous : two streams transmit at the same rate and

arrive at the same time
 Isochronous : small bounded delay

 Delay variation is important
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 Delay Requirement
 Multimedia connection may consist of multiple

streams
 Type of connection

 Asynchronous : no upper limit on the delay
 Synchronous : two streams transmit at the same rate and

arrive at the same time
 Isochronous : small bounded delay
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Quality of Service RequirementQuality of Service Requirement
 How Much Bandwidth is Enough?
 How Much Delay is Acceptable?

 interactive applications: 100-300 ms (one-way)
 non-interactive playback: seconds or minutes

 How Much Jitter is Acceptable?
 buffer space and delay limitations

 What Error or Loss Rate is Acceptable?
 bit Errors, packet errors, and frame errors
 effect of compression

 QoS requirement can be expressed in QoS
parameters
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QoS ParametersQoS Parameters
 Traffic throughput(bandwidth)
 Delay
 Jitter
 Transmission reliability
 Synchronization
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 Traffic throughput(bandwidth)
 Delay
 Jitter
 Transmission reliability
 Synchronization



QoS ProvisionQoS Provision
 Traffic shaping
 Resource reservation and scheduling
 Resource negotiation

 Admission control
 Policing
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 Traffic shaping
 Resource reservation and scheduling
 Resource negotiation

 Admission control
 Policing



QoS GuaranteesQoS Guarantees
 Traffic "Burstiness" or Variability

 peak rate, average rate, maximum burst size
 Deterministic (100%) Guarantees

 based on peak traffic rate
 simple, predictable, conservative

 Statistical (< 100%) Guarantees
 based on peak and mean traffic rates
 complex, less predictable, higher utilization

 No Guarantees
 "best effort" service
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 Traffic "Burstiness" or Variability
 peak rate, average rate, maximum burst size

 Deterministic (100%) Guarantees
 based on peak traffic rate
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 based on peak and mean traffic rates
 complex, less predictable, higher utilization

 No Guarantees
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Applications of MM CommunicationsApplications of MM Communications
 Entertainment

 VoD
 Interactive games
 Interactive program guide
 Home shopping

 Education
 Cyber university
 Distance learning

 Industrial/business
 CAD/CAE
 Video conferencing
 Multimedia banking

 Medicine
 Telemedicine
 Remote diagnosis 21
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